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About This Game

Rock your way to the top of the '80s charts in this interactive tale of music and mayhem! But beware, mischievous managers,
fickle fans, and gossiping groupies stand between you and rock immortality.

Choice of the Rock Star is an epic, 73,000 word interactive novel where your choices control the story. The game is entirely text-
based--without graphics or sound effects--and powered by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

Will your band tear itself apart? Will you flame out on national television? Or will you build a legacy that stands the test of
time?
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Just got it and gave it a go, price was pretty much right WITH the discount. So far it's an ok shooter, very reminiscent of time
splitters and the like. The graphics are ok, although I wouldn't say they were great, and while it's similar in some elements to the
likes of Raw Data it's not as good by a big margin. It's got a ways to go I would say, forgiveable for early access at the moment,
but it definately needs to capture some elements of Raw Data as right now it's a light gun game not really a VR one.. This game
is perhaps the most underated and unplayed thing on steam.. What a charming game. I had low expecations but when I first saw
Wadjet Eye Games on the screen I knew it couldn't be all that bad. And it isn't. It's a fun puzzle game where you have to solve
puzzles using multiple robots.
I do think there should've been a 'play in window' option in the game. It looks hideous full screen. Thank God the -windowed
launch option does work.
Anyway, I like it !

[Rating: 75\/100]. no controller support. GameLoading: Rise of the Indies was teased as spiritual successor to Indie Game: The
Movie and could be watched as it.

It provides a deeper view on the indie dev community, especially the developer/community events and focus less on single
developer / teams.

GameLoading: Rise of the Indies tells the stories of several indie devs and their latest games. They talk about their thoughts and
feelings, being able to create their visions and pices of art. But also their worries and anxiety of failure, and that the final
product is a failure or unnoticed.

This movie also encourages kids and young adults to dive deeper in the game development scene, as creational tools become
more and more available.

If you are a fan of indies, are into the indie scene or just curious to find out if game development is your thing, this movie is a
must-see!. Looked like it would be a fun game. It is very tedious. You have to select the correct combination of traps and place
in the right position and direction. It takes a lot of trial and error to get it right. I played several levels trying to find where it
starts getting fun... never got there.. This game, although in Beta is AMAZING and full of potential!. control scheme is terrible
great concept but has poor execution. perfect for editing, easy and understandable
I like working with it and I think it's the best program
recommend to anyone. I only cut with it !!!. 10.1/10 Would cry myself to sleep play again
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Sparse content, no active community, but you get to be a dragon, like, wow. So I mean, if you want to be a dragon and have
extra time for the grind then have at this game, otherwise it's lacking a lot of content to keep people interested.. this game its
masterpiece. i feels depressed and crying at the same time.. This game would be passable as yet another one of those match-the-
color type puzzle games, but it chooses to add an awkward beat detection system as a key point of the game's mechanics. Said
system behaves incredibly unpredictably, failing to roll over the beat counter for several seconds and then suddenly shooting it
forward 4 times in a single second. Doing well on a song requires playing the same song multiple times to memorize where the
game detects "beats". Stay away.. Good Visual novels Game with nice illustration.
The choic you made actual matters, not like other story-teller games.
The one thing i prefer is that you can make decsision and it will influent the endiing and character's pesonailty, this is a good
start.
The Disadvantages are the UI and no dub for the game.
UI is really simple like web game.
Some pics are really rough either. But most of character illustrations are Great, i assume that the artist isn't good at background.
Hope everything will get better.

75/100. Good Game. say whatever you want to say about this, but the masked dudes look great, so it was worth it for me. Out of
the top five games of my childhood, this is the third. This game shortly came out after the Disney movie Treasure Planet. As a
kid I loved this movie, it combined space and pirates! When the game came out I went nuts. Sadly, Battle at Procyon never
started a series of games, which could have happened. In my opinion, the developers nailed this game, simply, a masterpiece.

Pros:
-Great storyline (for a game at that time)
-Pirates
-Space... Ships? (instead of battling through space from the future, you battle with ships from the past  Man-o-War, Iron Clad,
etc. )
-Lengthy missions, where it is entirely possible to just explore the map.  12 missions 
-Skirmish mode
-Surprising textures for a game from the early 2000's
-The ships actually take damage instead of static textures!

Cons:
-Cheesy voice acting (adds more humor to the game in my opinion)
-I had some performance issues with Windows 7; glitchy mouse (would stutter at times when precision was needed), and some
broken textures in max resolution. These were fixed when I ran the game in XP compatibility mode, and then running the game
in XP
-Multiplayer is pretty much dead. If I remember correctly, there is a LAN mode for skirmishing
-Unfortunately, there is no windowed mode but that is only a nit-pick

Bottom line: Nostalgia! If you can get this game on sale, buy it. I love this game, and I am sure I will come back to it now that I
have the digital version.. Have nearly finished the game and have not seen a single bug or crash issue yet.

Great attempt at the tower defense genre. The game basically has you place energy hubs that provide power to buildings in their
area of effect, and then man buildings with crew; game comprises both point defense via stationary towers and crew, and
resource management, all via powered/crewed buildings. Basically you can have more buildings available than can be powered
or crewed at one time, and shuffle both resources around to direct your defenses against hordes that come at you from a
multitude of angles. There are a few great design moments when the game provides you with limited power hubs or crew, or
restricts access to particular building types, but unfortunately, these mechanics aren't utilised to their greatest potential. The
main gameplay loop is a bit repetitive but certainly fun for the 20 levels of the main campaign.

Aesthetics are pretty good for a small team, and the game even has a built in map editor and audience participation twitch
streaming functions.

Don't expect an incredible story, though the ambience and the voice acting do offer some pleasing moments.

All in all, if you're a defense game fan, this one is worth your time.
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